**MACTCH WINNER**  
**PS105**  
**USAMU CRAIG**  
Coach: CRAIG, WALTER E.  
Captain: HEUMAN, DONNIE  
1228 SGT GRANT, SCOTT M., USA  
1236 SPC TRICKETT, KEVIN, USA  
1238 SSG PAGE, WILLIAM, USA  
1240 SSG MICHOLICK, JOEL, USA  
**1738— 60x**  
NRA PLAQUES AND A $20 VISA GIFT CARD TO EACH FIRING TEAM MEMBER.

**MATCH SECOND**  
**PS104**  
**ALL GUARD MENDYKA**  
Coach: MACKEY, STUART D.  
Captain: MENDYKA, JEFFREY C.  
1223 SSG SPIKER, ALLEN, USA  
6119 SPC SHIELDS, CODY A., USA  
6246 SGT COGGSHALL, JOHN, USA  
6307 2LT KUHN, RYAN P., USA  
**1727— 56x**  
9 AWARD POINTS TO EACH FIRING TEAM MEMBER.

---

**Balance of Teams**

**PS101 - USMC GOLD**  
Coach: KREBS, RICKY D.  
Captain: STEPHENS, CHRISTOPHER R.  
1921 WINDMASSINGER, EMILY  
1932 GONZALEZ, DANIEL  
1925 MUNIZ, STEPHEN  
1919 WINDMASSINGER, MARK  
**1724 — 046x**

**PA103 - USAMU SINGLEY**  
Coach: SINGLEY, GRANT L.  
Captain: SFC MANGIONE, JEREMY, USA  
1235 VERBICKAS, NATHAN  
1253 HESS, EVAN  
1239 MANGIONE, JEREMY  
1230 CASE, LEGER  
**1710 — 039x**

**PS102 - OHIO RIFLE AND PISTOL ASSC. GOLD**  
Coach: SHANK, EDWARD C.  
Captain: SHANK, EDWARD C.  
1152 SHANK, EDWARD  
1555 WATSON, LARRY  
1285 HARTSOCK, SAMUEL  
5956 STROHM, KENNETH  
**1689 — 037x**

**PS103 - BITTER ROOT VALLEY AMMO**  
Coach: PITTS, TERRENCE  
Captain: PITTS, TERRENCE  
2088 FRANK, RAY  
5348 PITTS, TERRENCE  
5180 AGLE, EDWIN  
6159 OLEKSIUK, DANIEL  
**1629 — 029x**

---

**Final Results Bulletin**  
Teams Entered - 6  
Teams Firing - 6  
2009 National Matches - Camp Perry, Ohio  
Palma Course, prone, 800, 900 and 1000 yds  
2009 National Matches - Camp Perry, Ohio  
Palma Course, prone, 800, 900 and 1000 yds